Softeon Yard Management

Efficient Management of Containers and Trailers from Source to Destination

The Challenge
When a warehouse is full and can’t accommodate more storage, effort to increase space can be delayed by lack of knowledge of the inventory in the yard. Lack of visibility into containers and trailers costs organizations time and money. In addition, inefficient dock door operations waste resources and lead to problems in the warehouse.

The Solution
Softeon Yard Management is an intuitive solution for yard visibility. Managing assets and finding inventory in the yard is an easier process with real-time views. The solution extends the warehouse to the dock and the yard, ensuring yard security as well as improved inventory and resource management.

Softeon Yard Management
Softeon Yard Management extends your inventory to the yard, allowing you to increase space utilization as well as manage assets, labor and inventory in the yard. A graphical viewing tool provides complete visibility of the yard for better inbound and outbound control. Graphical, real-time view of the yard and assets also adds an extra layer of security to the yard.

The solution optimizes labor resources for inbound receiving and shipping and manages assets within the yard including trailer movement and audits. Within the warehouse, the solution allows you to manage every aspect of dock door operations including appointment scheduling and trailer check-ins to reduce wait time and delays.

Key capabilities:
• Track location of goods with powerful graphical views for real-time visibility of inbound and outbound yard inventory, including in-transit trailers
• Manage and audit intra-yard moves at the task level
• Flexible appointment scheduling to manage yard moves and activity, including deliveries and pickups
• Manage load arrivals and optimize dock door scheduling to reduce wait time and delays
• Improve asset management to stay on top of inventory turns and avoid container demurrage charges with alert notification

Benefits
• Improve Yard Visibility
• Increase Space Utilization
• Improve Asset, Labor and Inventory Management
• Gain Inbound/Outbound Control
• Reduce Wait Time and Delays
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“Softeon’s solution is adaptable and scalable to our business needs, and we have deployed the WMS solution in all our DCs and manufacturing facilities. The advanced web-based architecture provides real time inventory tracking and visibility.”

Michael R. Fee, V.P. Marketing & Sales Operations
Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Co., Inc.
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